
 

 

 

How To Dress Well (USA)  
 
ARTIST BIOGRAPHY  

New York's musician Tom Krell debuted his project How to Dress Well on Love 
Remains (Lefse Records, 2010), a collection of slow-motion ballads sung in an 
androgynous falsetto that seem to crawl slowly out of a drug addict's devastated 
psyche. The spectral lullaby You Hold The Water plows a skinny voodoo beat and 
shrill electronic drones. The extent of psychic devastation is revealed by Ready For 
The World, in which the agonizing lament is swimming in a digital soundscape of 
stuttering bass lines and catatonic beats like a solitary castaway adrift in a shoreless 
ocean; and, in fact, after a few mermaid calls the keyboards intones a sedate version 
of Suicide's threnodies. Can't See My Own Face and My Body are so Spartan and 
ethereal (with the most trivial of beats) that their atmosphere borders on abstract 
psychedelia. Lover's Start replaces the beats with the looped riff of an electric guitar 
while the vocals similarly loop around a dilated melody. Suicide Dream 2 and Suicide 
Dream 1 dispose with the beats altogether, and the vocals' ecstatic noir approaches 
a very advanced stage of neurosis. The duet of Decicions, however, seems to 
reference ancient exotic ceremonies and a twisted form of spirituality. A bit of relief 
comes from the ambient piano lied Escape Before The Rain, in which Krell seems to 
come to term with his own madness.  

On the more lively side of things, a casually strummed guitar accompanies an almost 
Beach Boys-esque melody in You Won't Need Me Where I'm Goin, and the stomping 
electronic blues of Walking This Dumb (a standout) duets with the sounds of alien 
nature. However, it is telling that Krell doesn't do much with the most dance-oriented 
rhythms (Date Of Birth, Endless Rain, Mr By & By). The songs are deliberately 
produced like bedroom music, peppered with the hiss and static of analog LPs (to 
reflect the artist's damaged stat of mind?) Krell is the Nick Drake of post-dubstep 
pop-soul music.  

How to Dress Well: Love Remains (2011) is a collection of lo-fi soul ballads, whereas 
the EP Just Once (Love Letters, 2011) boasted an almost baroque sound by his 
standards.  
 
PRESS QUOTES 
‘Krell's extraordinary, Prince-like falsetto – delivered via two microphones, and 
occasionally without amplification at all – seems to come from a special personal 
place, which requires him to sing with closed eyes and work himself up into an 
almost transported state.’ THE GUARDIAN  
 
‘…a work of poignant and devastating art.’ PITCHFORK 
 
WEBSITE 
www.howtodresswell.blogspot.com.au  
www.soundcloud.com/howtodresswell  
Song ‘Cold Nites’ - www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEEBnL7OvIg  
Song ‘Lover’s Start’ - www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbdeacVXbik  
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